
The Parable of the Sower
Matthew 13:3-23

Opener Questions:
1)  How eager would you be to live on a farm?: a) My best friend growing up was a cow; b) It 

would be a fun summer vacation; c) I wouldn’t mind stopping at a farm to pick up my organic 
CSA share; d) Forget the farm - get me to a Starbucks.

2) What do you think it means to have a ‘fruitful’ spiritual life?
3) What do you think are some of the greatest challenges to living a spiritual life today?

Quotes for Discussion:
“Countless people experience their existence as dull, boring, stagnant, and routine.  They lack 
inner vitality, a deep desire to live.  For them, every days just another day, often filled with many 
things to do but seldom offering profound human satisfaction.  This is the experience of living 
without bearing fruit.  But, fortunately, some men and women have a deep sense of their value, 
precisely because they are in touch with the life-giving quality of their existence.  Their joy 
brings forth joy, and their peace brings forth peace.  They make us aware of the holy 
contagiousness of all that lives.”  Fr. Henri Nouwen, Lifesigns

Who is someone who know that lives a fruitful life?  What about their life is so remarkable to 
you?

Gospel Story
1) What four types of soil does Jesus mention in this parable?  What characterizes each?  

What happens to the seed in each kind of soil?
2) What does Jesus’s explanation of the parable reveal about the seed, the various soils, and 

the fruit?
3) What do you think is the ‘crop’ that this seed is supposed to produce?
4) Why do you think Jesus used parables as his teaching device?  What do parables 

accomplish that simple and direct speech lacks?
5) What do you think Jesus means in verse 9 when he says, “He who has ears, let him hear”?  

How does this challenge help to explain vv 11-15?
6) In verses 16-17, Jesus gives a new ‘beatitude.’  What have these disciples seen and heard 

that the prophets longed to see and hear?  Are we included in this blessing?  Why or why 
not?

Your Story
1)  What are the factors in your life that contribute to your spiritual life yielding a good crop?  

What factors contribute to a poor crop?
2) What, in life, helps you to have deep roots in your faith?
3) What worries have the potential to choke your spiritual growth?  How can your free your life 

from these thorns?
4) What is one thing you can do over the next week to increase your spiritual “crop 

productivity”?
5) Which of the following farm trivia encourages you most in your spiritual life?  Why?

a.  Seed can germinate after being stored for centuries.
b.  A seed can yield 100 times its weight.
c.  Spring wheat is planted in the fall.
d.  The crop yield cannot be determined as the seed is planted.
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